The Control of Genetic Algorithms parameters allows to optimize the search process and improves the performance of the algorithm. Moreover it releases the user to dive into a game process of trial and failure to find the optimal parameters. Yet the control of parameters has received much attention in the case of static optimization problems, its investigation in the case of dynamic optimization problems (DOPs) is certainly a promising area of search. Indeed, in the case of DOPs the problem is not just to find the optima but to track the moving optima over time, so the parameters must be adapted to this dynamic environment. The proposed algorithm Parameters Control for Dynamic Optimization (PCDO) is based on Genetic Algorithm with Fitness Sharing (GAFS). To solve DOPs by controlling GAs parameters, PCDO uses several strategies. First, an unsupervised fuzzy clustering method is used to track multiple optimums and to perform GAFS. Second, a modified enthusiasm selection is used to adjust the selection pressure. Third, a clustering multi non uniform Mutation is utilized to locate an unexplored search space. Fourth, a novel technique with multiple crossover is applied to guide the algorithm in promising regions of the search space. Fifth, a self adaptive mutation rate is evolved through generation with a learned parameter, in order to control the diversity of the population. In the concern of maintaining the diversity of the population, a new genetic operator called Fertilization is proposed. PCDO is tested on six problems generated from Generalized Dynamic Benchmark Generator (GDBG). Experimental results demonstrate that PCDO outperforms other GAs on DOPs. Moreover, the ability of PCDO to maintain diversity is demonstrated by a new diversity measure.
Introduction
In the real world, many optimization problems are time-varying 1, 2 . In fact, the challenge of these optimization problems consists in locating and tracking the moving optima over time. Several researchers have focused on solving DOPs. GAs are the most used in DOPs because GAs are inspired from the Darwinian evolution, which is confronted with a dynamic environment in nature. However, when solving DOPs, Standard GAs suffer from a major problem which is the convergence. Consequently, they can not be adapted to the new environment when change occurs and they progressively loose diversity through generations. To address this problem of diversity 4 , several approaches based on GAs have been developed such as increasing mutation rate 10 , using the immigrants approaches 17, 9, 28, 22 , using explicit or implicit memory 29, 5, 24 , spreading out the population by multiple sub-populations approaches 6, 27 , promoting diversity by an artificial objective function 31 , and improving GAs by hybridization strategies 8, 32 . To maintain diversity in population, GAs parameters must be taken into consideration and adapted dynamically. This issue of adapting parameters is an important area of search in GAs, especially, static problems that use adaptive tuning parameters have received considerable attention 33 . Indeed, mutation and crossover rates have been investigated 34, 35, 36 and fuzzy logic controller that sets the parameters has been tested 37 . Nevertheless, adjusting parameters would probably turn out to be most beneficial in connection with DOPs. But, it is not sufficient to adapt one parameter like the hyper-mutation factor, or to increase an exploration parameter for solving DOPs. Rather, we should maintain a balance between the exploration and exploitation parameters. In PCDO, the mechanism of diversity is based on the concept of fitness sharing and this mechanism is enhanced by adapting dynamically GAs parameters. In order to maintain a balance between exploration and exploitation parameters, the system architecture of PCDO is built on two components. The first component is a GA with Fitness Sharing (GAFS) enhanced by four remedies, the second one is an unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorithm.
For the purpose of enhancing the mechanism of diversity, some parameters of the first component are dynamically adapted. First, a new genetic operator called Fertilization is presented. The principle of this operator is to add new individuals in the current population. These new individuals are the prototypes (V i ) given by the second component. Then, we apply mutation and restricted crossover for only those prototypes. This new sub-population is added to the current population with elitism replacement. Second, a Modified Enthusiasm Selection 16 , 18 (MES) , is used to dynamically adjust the selection pressure. Third, a new mutation operator named Clustering Multi Non Uniform Mutation (CMNUM) with a self adaptive mutation rate is used to find a new peak in new search space. Fourth, a new crossover based on multiple-crossover (CMC) between parents, prototypes (V i ), and best individuals is used to find dynamically the regions that have a high probability of containing good solutions. This crossover method is able to explore other areas of the search space. To form the niches, the second component is used in order to identify clusters that correspond to niches. The number of clusters (C), as well as the characteristics of each detected cluster (C i ), are automatically provided by this unsupervised fuzzy clustering without requiring any prior knowledge on the distribution of population. The characteristics (C, the prototypes V i , the cluster radius r i ) are used to overcome the weakness of fitness sharing. This paper is presented in the following manner. First, we review the Clustering Algorithms used in our approach. Second, we provide a description for Fitness Sharing. Third, we present our proposed method, followed by experimental results and an analysis of these results. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and directions for future research in PCDO.
Clustering Algorithm
In GAs, individuals are usually created at random manner. Accordingly, information on the distribution of individuals may, therefore, be missing and clusters may overlap. The benefit of using fuzzy clustering consists in the fact that it efficiently deals with overlapping clusters, and does not require prior knowledge on individuals distribution. Drawing on an inter-points similarity measure, this clustering algorithm is founded in two major steps. The first step is an Unsupervised Fuzzy Learning (UFL) 7 procedure that explores the individuals of population P(t) for discovering the clusters. Besides, the number of clusters (C), UFL provides the initial prototypes (V i ). The second step is an optimization procedure that applies Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) 3 algorithm with the aim to optimize the C learned prototypes. UFL starts with generating the first cluster around the first encountered individual. The other individuals are then sequentially explored. A new cluster is automatically created whenever the current individual presents a similarity less than a prefixed threshold S min , to the already existing prototypes. The similarity measure controls how the clusters are formed. In this study, the similarity measure is based on Euclidean distance. To measure the similarity between any pair of p-dimensional vectors (individuals) I i and I j (I i , I j ∈ ℜ p ), the following expression is used:
Where d(I i , I j ) is the Euclidean distance measure, calculated on the basis of the normalized values of I i and I j . In equation (1) , if I i is replaced by a cluster prototype V j , S(i,j) can be interpreted as the membership degree µ i, j of I j to the j th cluster.
The equation (2) is used in each iteration of the learning process for assessing the membership degree of the current individual to all the C existing clusters (C being variable). Hence, the condition to create a new cluster is formulated as follows:
If this condition is not verified, the prototype of each detected cluster should be updated according to the following equation:
Where i denotes the current individual index. Generally, in the absence of any prior information to the selection of good value for S min , the algorithm is automatically iterated for different values of S min , belonging to an interval [ξ min , ξ max ], where:
However, this clustering algorithm is sensitive to the choice of the similarity threshold value S min , in our clustering algorithm S min is varied within the range ξ min , ξ max with a step equal to 0.01 (step=0.01). Consequently, the different values of S min may lead to different results. So, a criterion validity is used in the third phase. This validation (VAL) has used the normalized partition entropy 3 which is defined as follows :
Where U=[µ i, j ] matrix of membership degrees; C:Number of clusters; N:Population Size. The best solution U * is the one that minimizes h(), in this case the number of clusters C * given by UFL() is the optimum found and also the prototype V * given by FCM(). The proposed clustering algorithm UFL-FCM-VAL is described as follows: The solution U * is then defuzzified in order to assign each individual to its natural cluster. The decision rule used for this operation consists in assigning each individual to the cluster for which it presents the maximum membership degree. The result is a final hard C-partition with C prototypes V 1 ,V 2 , ...,V C . These prototypes represent the tracking optima and also the individuals for fertilization operator.
Fitness Sharing
The mechanism of niching methods are based on the principle of promoting the formation of artificial niches during the evolutionary process. Niching methods try to preserve a diversity within the population to avoid premature convergence of the algorithm. This paper is focused more specifically to fitness sharing 30 which combined with the method (UFL-FCM-VAL), presented previously, to obtain a more efficient hybrid model. Fitness sharing is used for preserving and enhancing variation within population. The fitness sharing maintains genetic diversity in a population by encouraging the niche concept and permit the investigation of many optima in the area search space. This concept is built by penalizing the individuals in densely populated regions. In this fact, the individual fitness is divided by its niche count. The shared fitness value f sh for an individual is as follows:
where f i is the Fitness value, N is the population size and d(i, j) is a distance measure between the individuals i and j. The sharing function (sh) measures the similarity between two individuals:
Where σ s denotes a threshold of dissimilarity and α is a constant which regulates the shape of the sharing function. The primary problems of GAFS are the number q and the niche radii are often estimated. Furthermore, making σ s the same for all individuals means that the peaks are considered as nearly equidistant in the domain. 26 To overcome these limitations, our approach uses a fuzzy clustering technique in order to determine automatically the number of niches q (q=number of clusters given by UFL-FCM-VAL) . Moreover, the radius of each niche is continuously updated.
PCDO algorithm
The aim of PCDO is to determine and to track different optima of dynamic functions. Moreover, the number of peaks q and the characteristics corresponding to niches (center, radius, cardinal) are provided by the first component of PCDO. The idea is to apply UFL-FCM-VAL to population of solutions produced by GAFS, in order to detect the presence of homogeneous and well separated clusters. If the entropy of the fuzzy c-partition obtained 7 is higher than (10 −2 ), these solutions will again be evolved by GAFS and classified by UFC-FCM-VAL. PCDO is an iterative technique ( Figure 1 ) based on two components. The first component (GAFS) is a GA which combines fitness sharing, in order to maintain diversity and to encourage speciation. The second component (UFL-FCM-VAL) is based on an unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorithm. UFL-FCM-VAL performs the partition of the individuals, which are provided by GAFS, into a set of C clusters. Each of the C clusters corresponds to a niche. Hence, individuals once again undergo a cyclic process throughout the two components. PCDO system is based on the following:
1. the number of clusters (C) is computed by UFL -FCM-VAL;
2. prototypes, provided by UFL-FCM-VAL, represent the individuals used in fertilization operator;
3. each cluster represents a niche;
4. The subpopulations and their appropriated subspaces are generated using the characteristics (center and radius) of each identified cluster;
5. In order to identify a non-detected niche in the previous cycle, GAFS is used again.
The different components are described in the next sections.
GAFS component
To solve the problem, a set of candidate solutions is randomly created. This set of solutions is called population. Then, the quality of each individual is measured by the fitness sharing and the best ones are selected as parents. The chosen individuals reproduce and undergo a variation process by means of genetic operators, such as crossover and mutation, creating a new offspring population. Finally, the next generation of the population is formed by combining parent and offspring populations. This process is repeated until a certain stop condition, e.g., number of generations is reached. The details are as follows:
The initialization of the population of individuals is generated by a random process, the population size is N = 100. The real encoding scheme is used in the PCDO. For the crossover operator, we have used a Clustering Multiple Crossover , with crossover rate = (1−mutation rate). For the mutation, we have considered Clustering Multi Non Uniform Mutation. For the mutation rate, we have chosen an adaptive mutation rate starting at 0.4. For selection operator, We have used a Modified Enthusiasm Selection. GAFS component makes the computation of the following for each cluster or niche i:
• Cardinal of the niche: card (i) = total number of individuals assigned to the niche i
• Prototypes (Vi ): the mean vector of the cluster elements;
• radius of the niche
Fertilization Operator
After calculating and updating the prototypes by UFL-FCM-VAL, the fertilization operator allows to insert new individuals in the population. The first individuals in this sub population are the prototypes F(t), we evolved the individuals by respecting the following steps:
• Apply crossover, Let I f , I m are two parents, the children are:
the result is the sub populationF(t);
• apply Gaussian mutation (the result is the sub populationF(t)); • each individual in {F(t)UF(t)UF(t)} replaces the nearest individual in the population P(t) if it has a higher fitness.
Modified Enthusiasm Selection
Modified Enthusiasm Selection (MES) 16 , is based on standard tournament selection. But MES provides a new opportunity for individuals who are excluded by the tournament selection. These individual are ranked according to their fitness and a percentage of enthusiasm λ is given to these individuals in order to increase their fitness. After the enthusiasm individual has been selected, MES put it to its raw fitness. MES guards also in each iteration the best individual. The tournament size (k) is the number of clusters (C) given by UFL-FCM-VAL 7 . This tournament size controls better the selection pressure 18 . In the pseudo code of MES, TabR represents an array of integer containing, with random manner, the indices of individuals in the population; TabW represents an array of individuals indices's who will be selected by the selection method; TabS represents an array of individuals indices's, these individuals are sorted in a decreasing order of Shared Fitness ( f ()). TabT represent an array of k − 1 indidual fitness. MES() summarizes the pseudo code of the selection method.
Clustering Multi Non Uniform Mutation
The aim of the mutation operator is to find an unexplored search space. However, the classical mutation operator cannot satisfy this requirement in an effective manner. If the offspring fitness is less than the parent fitness, it is difficult to be retained. Even if this offspring is located in an unexplored search space. So, this unexplored search space cannot be considered by this mutation operation. To ensure the population diversity, the Clustering Multi Non Uniform Mutation (CMNUM) 14 is constructed in the purpose of keeping the offspring which is located in the unexplored search space. For that, CMNUM has inserted the offspring whose fitness function is less than those of the parents but only if the offspring do not belong to already existing clusters. The pseudo code CMNUM() summarizes the mutation operator:
Data: (Individual: Parent) Result: (New Individual: Child) // Let Class1={C1,C2,...,C c }; // Class1 set of clusters given by UFL-FCM-VAL ; Child is created conforming to equation 12;
where r and r 1 are uniform random numbers in (0, 1), and b is the shape parameter 14 . X UB is the upper bound and X LB is the lower bound. C is the number of clusters given by UFLFCM-VAL and C max is equal to Maximum number of clusters.
Self Adaptive Mutation rate
The most technique used to adapt the mutation rate is the self adaptive method where the value of p m is modified by evolving it. The idea is that good parameter value will provide an evolutionary advantage to individual it belongs to and therefore it will itself breed in the population. During the dynamic optimization process, clustering algorithms can extract information about the diversity of the population. If the number of clusters is high, we can conclude that the population is diversified. Otherwise, we must diversify the population. That is why, the mutation rate formula used depends on the number of clusters.
(14) Such the mutation rate is distributed according to a logistic normal distribution; The learning rate γ controls the size of adaptation steps.
λ depends the nature of the problem, C is the number of clusters given by UFL-FCM-VAL, B t is the best solution obtained by an algorithm just before the environmental change, O t is the optimum value of the environment at time t. If C < 5, the cluster number is low then the population should be diversified, in this case the mutation rate increases. But if the number of cluster is hight and |
(O(t)−B(t))

max(O(t),B(t)
| is low, i.e., the performance begins to decline in this case the mutation rate increases.
Clustering Multiple Crossover
Crossover plays an important role in the implementation of robust adaptive GAs. Clustering Multiple Crossover (CMC) operates in three ways. First, a random pair of parents (x,y) produces two new offsprings (K11,K12):
if u< 0.5 then
Where u a random number in (0,1)
Where C the number of clusters given by UFL-FCM-VAL and C max =maximum number of clusters, in this study we choose C max =70. Second, a set S(t)= {T% of the best individuals in the population} gives the first parent P1. The second parent P2 is chosen randomly in the population, but P1 and P2 belong to different clusters. This pair of parents (P1,P2) produces (K21,K22):
Third, a set Prot(t) of the prototypes given by UFL-FCM-VAL gives the first parent P1. The second parent P2 is chosen randomly in the population, but P1 is not the prototype of the cluster that belongs P2. This pair of parents (P1,P2) produces (K31,K32) according to equations 21 and 22. We choose the best pair of CHIL1={K11,K12,K21,K22,K31,K33}. We insert also in the population the elements of CHIL1 which present a small similarity, less than S min , to the entire already existing prototypes. Our method, Clustering multiple crossover, allows to exploit the search space and also to explore other areas of the search space.
UFL-FCM-VAL component
Once UFL-FCM-VAL() is applied, a defuzzification procedure is performed in order to affect definitely each individual to its natural cluster for which it presents the maximum membership degree. This results in a final hard C-partition with C cluster centers V 1 ; V 2 ; . . . ; V c , which allow to track the expected optima. In addition to the cluster prototypes, the algorithm also provides some interesting characteristics:
• the number of individuals assigned to the cluster; • the prototype V i and the radius of the cluster r i ;
• the maximum and minimum of inter points similarities within the cluster, ξ max and ξ min .
Experimental results
In this section, four groups of experiments were carried out based on the GDBG 20 . The objective of the first group of experiments is to investigate the work mechanism of PCDO, analyze the advantage of using different remedies, and study the diversity of PCDO. In the second group of experiments, the performance of PCDO is compared with a number of well known genetic algorithms taken from the literature. The aim of the third group is to study the mechanism of diversity with a new diversity measure. To understand the sensitivity of the parameter specifications on the performance of PCDO, the last experiment examines PCDOs with some parameters turn off. PCDO is tested on six problems generated by the benchmark proposed by Li et al 20 . There are seven change types of the system control parameters in the benchmark test. They are small step change, large step change, random change, chaotic change, recurrent change, recurrent change with noise and dimensional change. The seven change types of GDBG are described as follows:
• Small step ∆φ = α. φ .r.φ severity (23)
• Random ∆φ = N (0, 1) .φ severity (25) • Chaotic
• Recurrent
• Recurrent with noisy
where φ is the change range of φ , φ severity is a constant number that indicates change severity of φ , φ min is the minimum value of φ , noisy severity ∈ ⌈0, 1⌉ is noisy severity. α ∈ ⌈0, 1⌉ and α max ∈ (0, 1) are constant values, which are set to 0.04 and 0.1 in the GDBG system. ϕ is the initial phase, r is a random number in (-1, 1), sign(x) returns 1 when x is greater than 0, returns -1 when x is less than 0, otherwise, returns 0. ∆D is equal to 1.
Where Our first experiment is to investigate the PCDOs mechanism of diversity and analyze the fertilization operator in association with the parameters control of GAs. The second experiment is devoted to the performance of PCDO compared with SGA and GAFS. In this experiments, Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA) parameters are as follows: simulated binary crossover 12 , with crossover rate=0.8. For the mutation, we considered the polynomial mutation 11 , with mutation rate=0.2. We have used a Tournament Selection with size=4. The population size is N =100 For PCDO and SGA on a DOPs, 30 independent runs were executed with the same set of random seeds. For each run, 50 environmental changes were allowed and the best-of-generation fitness was recorded every generation. The best-of-generation fitness averaged over 30 runs and formulated below:
where G = 50, R = 30 is the total number of runs, and F BOG i, j is the best-of-generation fitness of generation i of run j. The best-of-generation fitness against generation on the DOPs for PCDO is shown in Figure  2 . PCDO significantly outperforms SGA, PCDO give better results than GAFS. This result validates the benefit of introducing Fertilization into GAFS and the most significant role of adapting mutation and using new crossover, mutation operators for DOPs. In order to understand the effect of fertilization scheme and parameters control influence on the population diversity, we recorded the diversity of the population every generation for each run of a PCDO on a DOPs. The mean population diversity of a PCDO on a DOPs at generation over 20 runs is calculated according to the formula:
Euclidean distance between the i-th and jth individuals at generation t of the k-th run. The diversity dynamics over generation for SGA and PCDO on DOPs is shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen that PCDO does maintain the highest diversity level in the population while SGA maintains the lowest diversity level. This interesting result shows that the approach that aims at maintaining a high diversity level in the population in dynamic environments is the one with fertilization operator and parameters control. In the second experiment we used GDBG system, the parameters of the test problems are set as the same as in 21 . PCDO is compared with SGA, Random Immigrants Genetic Algorithms (RIGA) 28 with the total number of immigrants N i =30, and also with Hyper-mutation Genetic Algorithm (HMGA) 10 . For this second experiment, SGA, HMGA, RIGA parameters are as follows: simulated binary crossover 12 , with crossover rate=0.85. For the mutation, we considered the Gaussian mutation, with mutation rate=0.15. We have used a Tournament Selection with size=4. The population size is N =100. All tests (table 1, table 2, table 3, table 4, table 5 , table 6) present the results of the average best, average mean, average worst values and the standard error (STD). The results allow us to compare the quality of the solution founded by each technique. Table  1 shows that the performance of the four methods seems to be almost similar with a marked improvement in PCDO, because F1 is the simplest one to optimize. But when the number of peaks is equal to 50, PCDO outperforms the other techniques. Table 2, presents the results for a more complicated function, which has multiple optima and with a dimension =10. The SGA technique loses diversity due to the convergence of the algorithm. RIGA loses the quality of the solution due to a random individuals included in the population, and diversity is much lower compared to PCDO. Table 3 shows that for a function F3 which has multiple optima, the quality of the solution to PCDO is much better, but what is interesting in this table is the diversity of the population in the case of PCDO is much higher compared other techniques. Table 4 shows the performance of each method for a complicated multi-modal function with a huge number of local optima. PCDO uses the fitness sharing performed by UFL-FCM-VAL, then PCDO assigned each individual in the population to its niche by SS. So, PCDO does not fall into the trap of local optima, it is able to find the global optimum. Therefore, other techniques (SGA, HMGA, RIGA) have a problem of finding the global optimum and are diving into the local optima, so the error values are high. The results of function f5 are presented in table 5, the performance of PCDO is much better compared to SGA, HMGA and also RIGA. Table 6 presents the results of a composition of complicated functions, especially the Weierstrass's function, which is continuous at all points in research space, but is not differentiable at any point. In this complicated function, PCDO presents the best results compared to the other techniques By observing the results in table 7, it can be seen that the challenge of different change types is quite different. Looking through the difficulty of the problems starting from the simplest,the small step, and through the most complicated test to optimize, SGA, RIGA and RIGA have difficulties to optimize the problems, especially chaotic change and dimensional change. But, in all tests, PCDO performs much better than SGA, RIGA and HMGA. Figure 4 provides sample results related to another aspect of this study. It is the aspect of diversity of SGA, RIGA, HMGA and PCDO. To measure the concept of diversity of the population, we adopt a criterion measure often used in genetic studies namely the Hill's diversity index. It is a measure of abundance proportional to associate the indices of Shannon-Weaver and Simpson. The Hill's diversity index provides a more precise view of the diversity observed. This index varies between 0 and 1. It is maximal when individuals belong to several clusters, i.e., the existence of several clusters.
It is minimal when one cluster dominates the population. Its formula is as follows:
Where λ is Simpson's index; H is Shannon-Weaver's index; C: number of clusters given by UFL-FCM-VAL; N i : Cardinal of each cluster; N: Population Size. The diversity curve of PCDO presents a high level of diversity and this diversity is continuous for several generations. This PCDO's curve shows no drop in values. The maintenance of diversity is due to the control by PCDO in the process of evolution.
PCDO controls several parameters such as the selection pressure by Modified Tournament Selection. The mutation is controlled by Clustering Multi Non Uniform Mutation and an adaptive mutation rate. The crossover is improved by Clustering multiple crossover. Fitness sharing is performed by UFL-FCM-VAL. While SGA loses diversity of population easily. RIGA has a low diversity compared to PCDO. But what is striking in this study is the random variation of the diversity of RIGA in the process of evolution. HMGA lost the diversity, this is due to such problems as how to adapt the mutation rate over time and how to choose the hyper-mutation factor. PCDO adapt this factor by clustering, and this factor depends on the number of clusters. The last experiment is devoted to understanding the sensitivity of the parameter specifications on the performance of PCDO and also the importance of using adaptive exploitation parameters and adaptive exploration parameters together, as presented in PCDO. To claim the effect of PCDO components, PCDO is examined with some functionality turned off. The first case is devoted to PCDO. In the second case, we used GAFS with only the new mutation operator CMNUM (GAFS+CMNUM). In the third case, GAFS is used with the selection operator MES (GAFS+MES). In the fourth case, the new crossover operator CMC represented the functionality turned on (GAFS+CMC). The fifth case, GAFS is used with all functionality turned off (GAFS). Based on the Hills diversity index, we have measured the concept of diversity of the population for the five cases. Figure 5 shows clearly that PCDOs, in terms of diversity, outperforms all other cases. GAFS with four remedies, as proposed in PCDO, maintains efficiently a balance between exploitation and exploration. Parameters control in GAs for dynamic optimization Table 7 . Algorithm Overall Performance. Published by Atlantis Press Copyright: the authors 
Conclusion
In this work, we have conceived a new approach for solving DOPs. PCDO method has taken into account several remedies for finding and tracking optima in dynamic environments. First, the fitness sharing performed by the unsupervised fuzzy clustering UFL-FCM-VAL is used to find the near optimal solutions in promising regions and to track optima. Second, the new genetic operator called Fertilization is introduced to maintain diversity. Third, the modified enthusiasm selection is used to dynamically adjust the selection pressure and to enthuse worst individuals . Fourth, the new mutation which is called Clustering Multi Non Uniform Mutation is used to find an unexplored search space by the insertion of new individuals which belong to no clusters already detected. Fifth, the new crossover named Clustering multiple crossover has exploited the best area search space and also has explored other promising regions in the search space. The system architecture of PCDO was designed with the purpose to strike a balance between exploration parameters and exploitation parameters. Experimental results, by using a new diversity measure, have demonstrated that this aim has been achieved.
In addition, PCDO has given a better result than the use of an adaptive exploration parameter or an adaptive exploitation parameters separately. Another advantage of PCDO, is that it has liberated the user from choosing himself the optimal GAs parameters. GDBG test problems have shown the efficiency of the PCDO. This performance is due to the remedies proposed in this study. The proposed clustering method is efficient to ameliorate fitness sharing; the fertilization operator maintains much better population diversity; and the adaptive parameters control used in this study maintains a dynamic balance between exploration and exploitation. Generally speaking, PCDO can effectively locate and track multiple optima in dynamic environments. It would also be interesting to combine other techniques into PCDO to further improve its performance in dynamic environments. For example, Particle Swarm continually looks for new areas of the search space, and PCDO exploits the previously detected promising areas. Another idea is to use PCDO with Fuzzy rules to adapt crossover and mutation rates.
